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Butt Kicking Celtic Rock 7 MP3 Songs ROCK: Folk Rock, WORLD: Celtic Details: For years, the Rhinos

have been "celtifying"* songs we like and putting our own spin on them. Since we started doing it, people

have been telling us we should record them. It had gotten to the point where we had some really good

songs in the set that we loved playing and that we felt needed to be recorded. And so, one weekend on

the way to Moose Jaw, the idea of "The Second Set" was born. 1. Knockbacks in Halifax A great song by

Weddings, Parties, Anything and one of our first cover songs. Its all about the perils of the bar scene and

why the decision to head to the pub is always the wiser choice. 2. Sleepy Maggie This great East Coast

traditional fiddle tune pairs up very nicely with Knockbacks. 3. Solsbury Hill A song by Peter Gabriel that

we had flirted with playing for years; it was a favourite song to warm up with at shows, then Dale bought

himself an octave mandolin for Christmas and we needed a song to justify its use. A dance floor hit. 4.

Am I Ever Gonna See your Face Again This has been a favourite song of Blairs since he was a DJ. We

tried it once as a rocker and it died out of the gate. A little while back, we stripped it down, gave it a bit of

a country feel and the crowd hasn't stopped yelling along since. 5. Love Vigilantes A 2nd generation

cover, as we got the idea from the Oysterband who was covering New Order. One of our all-time favourite

songs to play. 6. Street of Dreams Another nod to the Oysterband, this time one of their own. Its a song

we started playing just for us, and now its loved by all. One of the pretty songs we do and a crowd

favourite. 7. Chemical Worker Song Not exactly a cover, but more a trad with a creamy cover filling. This

song has grown and mutated into a beast all its own. It's just a pity that there's no way to record a beer

chugging contest on a CD.
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